QST QST QST. CALLING-ALL-AMATEUR-RADIO-OPERATORS. THE FOLLOWING NET IS HELD EVERY MONDAY EVENING AT 1900 HOURS LOCAL TIME ON THE WD6AXM REPEATER BY THE YUBA SUTTER AMATEUR RADIO CLUB. THE PURPOSE OF THIS NET IS TO DISTRIBUTE CLUB RELATED INFORMATION, PROMOTE INTEREST IN AMATEUR RADIO AND PROMOTE EFFECTIVE NET OPERATING PROCEDURES.

THE CTCSS TONE IS 127.3 HERTZ TO ACCESS THE REPEATER.

THIS IS A DIRECTED FORMAL NET SO PLEASE DIRECT ALL TRAFFIC TO THE NET CONTROL STATION FOR TONIGHT, ____ , ____ IN ____ , CALIFORNIA. STATIONS WITH EMERGENCY OR PRIORITY TRAFFIC PLEASE IDENTIFY NOW.

ALL RADIO AMATEURS, BOTH CLUB MEMBERS AND GUESTS WILL BE INVITED TO CHECK-IN. BUT FOR NOW WE TURN TO OUR CLUB OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS, FOLLOWED BY THOSE WISHING TO MAKE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

PRESIDENT __ KK6VZD, Chris?
VICE PRESIDENT KM6BDQ, Kathleen?
SECRETARY KK6SOZ, Linda?
TREASURER N6JEY, June?
BOARD MEMBER N9BD, Joe?
BOARD MEMBER N6CNY, Neil?
BOARD MEMBER KA6FFM, Mark
BOARD MEMBER EMERITUS W6HBU, Herb?
BOARD MEMBER K1KMC, Kevin?
BOARD MEMBER K16UDF, John?
Repeater Trustee WD6AXM Dave?
ARES Coordinator, KJ6IYM, Andy?
VEC Coordinator KJ6DKM, LeRoy?
ARRL SECTION MANAGER Carol Milazzo KP4MD, WHAT DO YOU HAVE FOR US TONIGHT___________?

OTHERS WHO WOULD LIKE TO LIST BULLETINS OR ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR TONIGHT'S NET, PLEASE IDENTIFY NOW.” DROP

THIS IS NET CONTROL, __. I WILL BE CALLING THE NET FROM A LIST TONIGHT. IF YOU DON'T HEAR YOUR CALL SIGN, PLEASE BE PATIENT WITH ME. WE WILL HAVE TIME FOR CHECK INS. REMEMBER, ALL HAMS ARE WELCOME TO JOIN US. DROP (GO THRU THE LIST AT THIS TIME)

IF ANYONE DIDN'T GET TO THEIR MIC IN TIME,
PLEASE COME NOW.” DROP

WE WILL NOW CALL FOR VISITORS. TO PREVENT CONFUSION AND PILE UPS I WILL CALL FOR VISITORS BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION. ANY VISITORS FROM YUBA CITY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM MARYSVILLE PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM LIVE OAK PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM GRIDLEY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM OROVILLE PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM SUTTER COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM YUBA COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM COLUSA COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM BUTTE COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM YOLO COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM NEVADA COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY VISITORS FROM SACRAMENTO COUNTY PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

ANY OTHER VISITORS PLEASE COME NOW. DROP

THIS IS _____ AS NET CONTROL AND WE’LL MOVE ON TO TONIGHTS SWAP SHOP. THIS PORTION OF THE NET IS DEDICATED FOR BOTH MEMBERS AND GUESTS TO LIST THEIR AVAILABLE HAM-RELATED ITEMS ONLY. YOU MAY LIST AN ASKING PRICE FOR YOUR ITEM(S), BUT ALL NEGOTIATIONS AND TRANSACTIONS MUST BE CONDUCTED OFF THIS REPEATER. STATIONS WITH LISTINGS FOR TONIGHTS SWAP SHOP MAY IDENTIFY NOW. DROP

ANY OTHER STATIONS FOR TONIGHT’S SWAP SHOP? DROP

NOW IT’S TIME FOR THE HAM-HELP PORTION OF THE NET. THIS SEGMENT IS PROVIDED FOR AMATEURS WHO NEED ANSWERS TO HAM-RELATED TECHNICAL QUESTIONS OR WHO MAY NEED ASSISTANCE WITH HAM-RELATED PROJECTS. STATIONS WITH LISTINGS FOR HAM HELP MAY IDENTIFY NOW. DROP

ANY OTHER STATIONS REQUIRING HAM HELP? DROP
THIS IS NET CONTROL,_____,_____. Last call for late check ins. DROP

IF YOU WOULD BE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A NET CONTROL OPERATOR FOR THIS NET, PLEASE CONTACT ANY YUBA-SUTTER AMATEUR RADIO CLUB OFFICER OR BOARD MEMBER. A MASTER COPY OF THE NET CONTROL STATION GUIDE IS POSTED ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE NOW LOCATED AT WWW.YSARC.NET.

THIS NET IS HELD EVERY MONDAY AT 1900 HOURS LOCAL TIME ON THE WD6AXM REPEATER. THE REPEATER IS LOCATED AT 2100 FEET ATOP THE SOUTH BUTTE APPROXIMATELY 12 MILES WEST NORTHWEST OF YUBA CITY IN SUTTER COUNTY. THE REPEATER COVERS THE SURROUNDING NORTHERN SACRAMENTO VALLEY AND BEYOND.

UNTIL NEXT WEEK THIS IS________, ___IN___, CALIFORNIA THANKING ALL OF YOU WHO CHECKED-IN TO TONIGHTS NET WHILE SIGNING CLEAR AND RETURNING THE REPEATER TO NORMAL AMATEUR USE. THIS NET IS NOW CLOSED.